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Health benefits of PEMF - Pulsed Electromagnetic Field, Health benefits of Photobiotherapy

(FIR) - Far Infrared Light Therapy, light therapy, electromagnetic medicine, electromedicine.Are

You Sick And Tired Of Your Pain That Doesn't Seem To Go Away No Matter What You Do?

Imagine what if there is a non-invasive treatment without any side effects that works very fast

to relieve pain and speed up healing after injury or operation?Don't look any further...PEMF,

FIR, and High Antioxidant Water is the Answer.You can read more about this water in my other

book: The Power Of Proper Hydration.All my books are written based on my own personal

experience and many years in a clinic treating thousands of patients very successfully with

alternative medicine and technology.
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Cracking the healing code with PEMFHealth Benefits of PEMF in Electromagnetic Medicine

and BiologyPulsed Electromagnetic Field (PEMF) is one of the most important modality of

Magneto-Therapy.“PEMF is a benefit for Mankind from infant to the geriatric. PEMF will lead to

a change in the paradigm of medicine.”~Dr. Linus Pauling – Double Nobel Prize

WinnerForewordI decided to write this book to help you to get familiar with one of the most

effective and safe alternative therapy to get healthy. I have treated thousands of patients

suffering from back pain, various skin conditions including acne and eczema, low immune

system function, poor blood and lyphatic system circulation to cancer.I know that Far Infrared

Light Therapy works very well and have experienced wonderful results with my own patients in

the clinic. I wish you get most out of this book and that you find the information presented here

very helpful not only to you but also to your family member you love and you are looking for a

treatment to get well.To your health,Monika Pavlickova.Thank you for purchasing and reading

this book!The copyright statementAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be

reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,

recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of

the author Monika Pavlickova and publisher Monika Pavlickova.©2019 Monika Pavlickova. All

rights reservedMonika Pavlickova is the Best Clinical Alternative Medicine Therapist of

Celebrities and General Public with a demonstrated history of working in the health, wellness,

modeling & fitness industry. Excellence in Clinical Naturopathy, Nutrition, Herbal Medicine,

Homeopathy. Quantum Physics based Medical Treatment Therapist; Life, Wellness & Weight

Loss Coaching. Strong Internet and Network Marketing Professional with a laser-sharp focus in

Marketing & Google Ads, Facebook Ads; Molecular Hydration Specialist. Quantum Physics

Scientist. Best selling Author.IntroDear reader,let me briefly tell you my story...I spent most of

my childhood in a demonic environment fearing for my own life and the life of my mum and

sister. My father was abusing alcohol and was chronically jealous of my mum for no reason.I've

always felt like he can't be possibly a human with such horrible behavior.I had to learn to

balance the demonic energies in order to create balance in my life and my family. I studied

many types of healings, Alternative Medicine and Witchcraft related to Reality Creation,

Quantum Physics, Quantum Healings, and Personal Development.I have traveled the world

and learned about myself and the nature of life. I was willing to do anything possible to heal

and clear the black magic spell on my family to restore health, happiness, and balance in our

life.Later in life, I realized that this was not such a bad thing but ADVANTAGE.I made a

commitment to help other people change their life for the better. This is my MISSION now.I

spent most of my 20s fighting my own nature. I was a sales and marketing manager traveling

around the globe. I was trying to be just like every superstar that |I admired, killing myself in the

process. For several years, my mantra was: "Massive action solves every problem.!"Which was

just incredibly stupid, because "massive action" without a great strategy, only gives you more

problems. Your efforts create work that is unfocused and dissipates your energy.I spent

thousands of hours pounding the phone and busting down doors.I constantly put myself in

situations where my greatest strengths got shoved in the closet, and my weaknesses were on

display for all to see, all day long.At one point, I went to see a superstar in m niche. We sat

down and did a bunch of evaluations. The results said I should be doing totally different things

that what I was trying to do. Great strategy and a star mentor can make a big difference in your

life.My ex-boss was a short, blood-sucking vampire. His cold eyes and a steely glare that could

kill a fly on the spot.Many believed that he has been possessed by demons and attending



demonic sessions.When he asked you a question, he would move his head to one side and

ask weird questions and shout and scream.I would work my ass off to get clients not only for

me but also for his business. He always wanted more and more clients and increased business

revenue without wanting to spend any of his dimes on marketing and advertising. On top of it,

the receptionist did everything she could to repel any good client and kept offering them her

own services. She was grimacing on virtually all clients.Despite all of this, I kept working hard,

did cold calling every day and invested my own money on getting the leads and draining my

savings account. I couldn't sleep at night from all the mental abuse and physical

exhaustion.Also, at that time I was interested in a guy who promised me collaboration and

promotion of my business. Of course, it didn't happen and worse than that, he chose to help a

prostitute get some work and promotion.I had nobody to turn to so I turned to alcohol for help

to soothe the pain. I went through a mental breakdown and wanted to commit suicide many

times. I had no hope and didn't know how to get out of the black magic spell.One morning

when I woke up in pain and covered in blood and emotionally, spiritually and physically

depleted with broken glass on the floor I knew something is gotta change NOW!I couldn't get

up and passed out. I started to see the light at the end of the tunnel when I saw the flashing

light of the ambulance.
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Teresa Davis, “Good read. Was a good read need more info but gave a over all view that was

easy to understand and helped me to want to learn more”

The book by Monika Pavlickova has a rating of  5 out of 2.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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